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Assistive Listening Devices

Improved listening in a 
variety of situations…
 Busy, noisy environments 
Conversor Pro allows you to focus on the desired sound 
source. Its directional microphone greatly reduces unwanted 
sounds coming from the sides and the rear.

 Quieter sounds
Conversor Pro automatically amplifies desired sounds, 
allowing you to hear clearly, even quieter sounds, without 
straining or having to turn up your hearing instrument.

 Relaxed conversations 
Conversor Pro provides greatly enhanced sound level and 
clarity, allowing you to interact with family, friends or work 
colleagues in a more relaxed manner.

 Watching television 
Conversor Pro and TV Pro enable you to enhance your 
viewing experience. 

 Group settings 
Conversor Pro Multipack provides a system solution for 
multiple hearing aid wearers for schools, colleges and groups.

In a classroom or
lecture hall

In a busy 
restaurant or café
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The pendant receiver is worn around the user's neck and 
sends the much improved sound received from the 
transmitter wirelessly to either a hearing instrument, cochlear 
implant or binaural headphones or earbuds, which are easily 
plugged into the receiver.

A local microphone on the pendant receiver enables the user 
to operate it as an independent assistive listening device for 
amplification of one-to-one conversations.

The Conversor Pro transmitter/microphone can broadcast to 
as many pendant receivers as required, making it ideal for 
group situations. Both the transmitter/microphone and 
pendant receiver are quickly rechargeable for up to ten hours 
of continuous use.

 Conversor TV Pro 
enhances sound from a 
TV, radio, VCR/DVD/CD 
player or computer. 

The TV Pro transmitter 
plugs directly into the sound 
source and transmits to the 
Conversor Pro pendant 
receiver. 

 Conversor Pro Plus
includes the Conversor Pro 
and TV Pro transmitters 
and a Conversor Pro 
pendant receiver giving 
ultimate flexibility for your 
listening requirements in 
any situation.

 Conversor Pro Multipack 
This is the ideal solution for groups with varying hearing 
needs. Multipack is used in schools, universities, 
conference facilities and by tour guides world-wide.

Multipack is a robust charging case which can hold up to 
12 separate transmitters and/or receivers. Transmitters 
and receivers can be programmed to different frequencies 
by Conversor, the distributor or a trained operator.

Conversor Pro can help you hear 
in a wide variety of situations
Conversor Pro ALDs provide optimal sound quality and 
versatility through a unique set of features:

 Background noise reduction
The Conversor Pro reduces unwanted background and 
peripheral sound by up to 30db.

 Wireless transmission
Lets the transmitter/microphone be placed near the sound 
source, transmitting back to the user with clarity, up to 100 
metres (300 feet) away.

 Zoom setting
Allows the user to focus on one particular sound while 
background or peripheral sounds are greatly reduced.

 Omni-directional setting
Picks up nearby sounds clearly from all around the user, 
ideal for family dinners or meetings.

Anywhere for active lifestyles
Introducing the Conversor® Pro range of affordable 
assistive listening devices (ALDs) - offering the versatility 
needed to enjoy everyday life.

Offering comfort, ease of use and wireless portability, 
Conversor Pro ALDs are the perfect companion for anyone 
with a hearing difficulty. All products are designed for easy 
use with Telecoil equipped hearing instruments, cochlear 
implants, headphones or earbuds.

Conversor Pro ALDs enable easy listening and relaxed 
conversation in the classroom or office, at social gatherings, 
travelling in the car, when out shopping, at home or just 
watching the TV or listening to the radio.

Designed for comfortable and discreet use
Conversor Pro focuses on a desired sound source and by 
filtering out background noise, the desired sound is much 
clearer and more intelligible. Even in noisy environments, by 
increasing the available sound level, less strain is placed on 
the hearing instrument amplifiers, eliminating distortion and 
feedback.
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Conversor Pro consists of 
two lightweight components - 
a transmitter / microphone 
and a pendant receiver.

A Conversor Pro user can focus on the sounds they want to 
hear by selecting either the zoom setting, for focused hearing 
and one-to-one conversations or the omni-directional setting 
for group discussions and social gatherings.

The transmitter/microphone can be;
 held in the hand and pointed directly at the desired 
 sound  source
worn by a speaker moving about the house; in lecture and  
 classroom situations
placed in close proximity to the sound source while the user  
 wearing the pendant receiver is up to 50 metres (150 feet)  
 indoors or up to 100 metres (300 feet) outdoors
connected directly to a TV, radio, VCR/DVD/CD player or  
 computer for enhanced hearing enjoyment.


